MAKE SURE YOU MAINTAIN YOUR GRADE!


To maintain any marshalling grade (other than Trainee) you must record at least four
attendance signatures each year in any of the four disciplines where you might be graded–
Race, Specialist, Speed and Kart.



You must also record a training day at least once in every two years. A training day in one
discipline will also count for any other disciplines where you hold a grade.



The MSA carry out regular checks to ensure that the requirements are being met, and you
may be asked to provide scans of your documents. Make sure you keep a record of
signatures, which must be recorded only in your PRC, or on a copy of the PRC Continuation
pages.



There could be cases where a member has problems beyond their control which prevent
them fulfilling the requirements. In 2016 the MSA issued this advice:-“The MSA fully
understands that there may be times when individuals are unable to meet the maintenance
of grade requirements. Such occurrences should be made known to the MSA at the earliest
opportunity so that an amicable solution can be sought.”
If you should find yourself in this position please also contact your Regional Grading
Officer. The BMMC will provide help and support for any valid claim for reinstatement of a
lost grade.

Steve Malec – National Grading Officer nat.grading@marshals.co.uk
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A GUIDE TO A SUCCESSFUL UPGRADE
You must make sure you have complied with all of the following, together with the detailed
requirements for each grades shown in your PRC, and in the MSA Grading Scheme flowchart.
Remember that signatures dated before you received confirmation of a preceding upgrade from
the MSA cannot be counted towards a future upgrade
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUERIES, OR NEED CONFIRMATION THAT YOU ARE READY FOR YOUR UPGRADE
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Attendance signatures:
An attendance signature is only valid for one duty, and can only be given when a full day,
minimum 6 hours, is spent on the assigned duty.
For upgrades to Track Marshal and Experienced Race Marshal a mix of Incident and Flag
duties is required. A signature given against split duties for Flag/Incident will not be valid
for either duty.
Once you have recorded the requisite number of attendance signatures for your upgrade
shown in your PRC, record any extra signatures on a MSA Continuation page, and not on
other pages of your PRC.
Attendance signatures must be signed by the Chief on your post on the day, who must be a
MSA registered marshal.
Specialist upgrades: signatures are valid from any Race, Speed and Kart meetings, in
specialisms not covered by the on-circuit grades. These will include (but are not limited to)
duties carried out in Paddock, Pits, Start Line, Race Communications, Assembly, Race
Control, and Recovery. The MSA grading flowchart gives details of the mix of specialisms
required for each upgrade.
Signatures are only valid if given at MSA licensed events. In practice this means you cannot
collect valid signatures when marshalling outside the UK.
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Training signatures:
Make sure you record signatures for all the required modules listed in your PRC.
Where two Training days are required these must have been signed off twelve months
apart, or as close to twelve months as possible depending on the availability of training
dates.
Upgrade Assessments:
An Upgrade Assessment cannot be recorded until all the required Attendance and Training
signatures are in place. I would recommend that you contact your Regional Grading Officer
when you think you are ready, for advice, and assistance if necessary.
Upgrades to Track Marshal and Experienced Race need two Assessments – for Incident and
Flag. You must have all the attendance and training requirements for both duties in place
before you apply for an Assessment in either of them.
An Upgrade Assessment can only be given by a Marshal graded at Examining level for the
relevant discipline.
An Upgrade Assessment cannot also be counted as an Attendance signature.
When you feel you are ready for an Assessment, contact the Chief Marshal in advance of
your preferred meeting to request a placement with an Examining Marshalfor Assessment.
If you encounter any problems obtaining Assessments, speak to your Regional Grading
Officer.
If you have any doubts whether you have the correct number of signatures required to
request an upgrade assessment, speak to your Regional Grading Officer.
Submitting your upgrade
Complete and sign a Marshals Registration Form (MRF).
Make a copy of your PRC (and any Continuation pages) for safekeeping.
Send all the documents to your Regional Grading Officer.
You do not need to include any SAEs.
Your Regional Grading Officer will check your documents are all in order, and then forward
your upgrade to me, for BMMC endorsement

NEWLY REGISTERED MARSHALS
Your first step on the grading ladder will be to Marshal level. You need to complete the
attendance and training requirements, and the Upgrade Assessment(s) as above, but there is no
minimum time limit before you can upgrade.
Steve Malec – National Grading Officer nat.grading@marshals.co.uk
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------HAVE YOU UPGRADED WITH ANOTHER CLUB?
If so, we will not know unless you tell us.
Once you have received your updated registration card from the MSA, email a scan of the card to
me and I will update your BMMC database record, and send you the BMMC badges for your new
grade.
Steve Malec – National Grading Officer nat.grading@marshals.co.uk
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

